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Abstra t
We present CMS, a simple and powerful al ulus of modules supporting mutual re ursion and higher order features, whi h an be instantiated over an arbitrary ore al ulus
satisfying standard assumptions.
The al ulus allows to express a large variety of existing me hanisms for ombining
software omponents, in luding parameterized modules like ML fun tors, extension with
overriding of obje t-oriented programming, mixin modules and extra-linguisti me hanisms like those provided by a linker. Hen e CMS an be used as a paradigmati al ulus
for modular languages, in the same spirit the lambda al ulus is used for fun tional programming.
As usual, we rst present an untyped version of the al ulus and then a type system; we
prove the on uen e and subje t redu tion properties. Then, we show how it is possible to
de ne a derived al ulus of mixin modules dire tly in terms of CMS and to en ode other
primitive al uli (the lambda al ulus and the Abadi-Cardelli's obje t al ulus). Finally,
we onsider the problem of introdu ing a subtype relation for module types.

Introdu tion
Considerable e ort has been re ently invested in studying theoreti al foundations
and developing new forms of module systems; let us mention the wide literature
about foundations and improvements of Standard ML (Milner et al., 1990) module
system (see e.g. (Leroy, 1994; Harper & Lillibridge, 1994)), the notions of mixins
(see e.g. (Bra ha, 1992; Duggan & Sourelis, 1996; Flatt et al., 1998) and our previous work (An ona & Zu a, 1998a; An ona & Zu a, 1998b)) and units (Flatt
& Felleisen, 1998), the type-theoreti al analysis of re ursion between modules proposed in (Crary et al., 1999).
Two prin iples whi h seem to emerge as ommon ideas of all these approa hes
are the following.
First, a module system should have two linguisti levels, a module language providing operators for ombining software omponents, onstru ted on top of a ore
language (following the terminology introdu ed with Standard ML) for de ning
 Partially supported by Murst - Te ni he formali per la spe i
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module omponents. The module language should have its own typing rules and be
as independent as possible from the ore language; even more, it ould be in priniple instantiated over di erent ore languages (see (Leroy, 1996) for an e e tive
demonstration).
Se ond, the modules should a tually orrespond to ompilation units, and typing
rules of the module language should formalize the inter- he k phase des ribed in
(Cardelli, 1997). Note that, indeed, operators of the module language ould also
orrespond, in pra ti e, to an extra-linguisti tool like a linker.
In this paper, we de ne a primitive module al ulus based on these two prin iples
and suitable for en oding various existing me hanisms for omposing modules, in
the same way as - al ulus provides a theoreti al basis for fun tional languages; in
parti ular it supports mutually re ursive modules and higher-level features (modules with module omponents), and it is parametri in the underlying ore language.
A basi module of this al ulus is written, using some synta ti sugar and onsidering here for simpli ity the untyped version, as follows:
import X1 as x1 , .., Xm as
export Y1 = E1 , .., Yn = En
lo al z1 = E10 , .., zp = Ep0

xm

We write in upper- ase names of the omponents the module either imports from
(input omponents X1 , .., Xm ) or exports to (output omponents Y1 , .., Yn ) the
outside. We write in lower- ase variables used in de nitions inside the module (that
is, the expressions E1 , .., En , E10 , .., Ep0 , whi h an be expressions of the ore
language or in turn module expressions if the module has module omponents).
These variables an be either deferred (x1 , .., xn ), that is, asso iated with some
input omponent, or lo ally de ned (z1 , .., zp ). This distin tion between omponent
names and variables is essential for keeping the module independent from the ore
level, as will be explained in more detail later.
Now, as example of a typi al operator whi h an be easily en oded in our al ulus,
onsider a link operator used for merging two or more modules. This operator an
be thought as either an operation provided by a module language in order to de ne
stru tured module expressions or an extra-linguisti me hanism to ombine obje t
les provided by a tool for modular software development. Independently from
the view we take, we an informally de ne this operator as follows. For any pair
of modules M1 and M2, link (M1 ; M2) is well-de ned if (always in the untyped
version) the sets of the output omponents of M1 and M2 are disjoint. In this
ase, link (M1 ; M2) orresponds to a module where some input omponent of one
module has been bound to the de nition of the orresponding output omponent
of the other module, and onversely. In parti ular, if ea h input omponent of both
modules has been bound we get a module with no input omponents, alled a
on rete module.
For instan e, let the modules BOOL and INT de ne the evaluation of some boolean
and integer expressions in a mutually re ursive way:
module BOOL is
import IntEv as ext_ev
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export ev
as BoolEv
lo al
fun ev(be)=if kind(be)==EQ then ext_ev(lhs(be))==ext_ev(rhs(be))
else if ...
fun lhs(be)= ...
fun rhs(be)= ...
fun kind(be)= ...
end BOOL;
module INT is
import BoolEv as ext_ev
export ev
as IntEv
lo al
fun ev(ie)=if kind(ie)==IF then
if ext_ev( ond(ie)) then ev(ifBr(ie)) else ev(elseBr(ie))
else if ...
fun ond(ie)= ...
fun ifBr(ie)= ...
fun elseBr(ie)= ...
fun kind(ie)= ...
end INT;

then link (BOOL; INT) intuitively orresponds to the module
module BOOL_INT is
export iev as IntEv
export bev as BoolEv
lo al
fun bev(be)=if bkind(be)==EQ then iev(lhs(be))==iev(rhs(be))
else if ...
fun lhs(be)= ...
fun rhs(be)= ...
fun bkind(be)= ...
fun iev(ie)=if ikind(ie)==IF then
if bev( ond(ie)) then iev(ifBr(ie)) else iev(elseBr(ie))
else if ...
fun ond(ie)= ...
fun ifBr(ie)= ...
fun elseBr(ie)= ...
fun ikind(ie)= ...
end BOOL_INT;

Note that the separation between omponent names and variables allows one to
use internally the same name ev for the evaluation fun tion in the two modules.
In the following, we de ne the al ulus CMS (Cal ulus of Module Systems) where
module expressions are either basi modules whi h are, apart from synta ti sugar,
those des ribed above, or onstru ted by three operators (sum, redu t and freeze);
moreover, a sele tion operator allows one to extra t a module omponent (Se t.1.1).
In Se t.1.2 we de ne a redu tion semanti s for CMS and in Se t.2 we prove that
CMS satis es the Chur h-Rosser property (abbreviated CR in the sequel). In Se t.3
we de ne a typed version of CMS and prove that it enjoys the subje t redu tion
property. In Se t.4 we illustrate how a derived al ulus supporting a link operator,
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j (variable)
j ( ore expression)
j (basi module)
j (sum)
 j Ej o
j (redu t)
freeze (E ) j (freeze)

::= x

[ ℄
[; o; ℄
E1 + E 2
C 





f

E:X

::= xi i7!I Xi
i I
o ::= Xi 7! Ei
i I
 ::= xi 7! Ei
i I
j
 ::= Xi 7! Yi ; Yj
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(sele tion)
(-assignment)
(o-assignment)
(-assignment)
(renaming)

Fig. 1. Abstra t syntax of the untyped al ulus.

like that informally introdu ed above, and virtual omponents an be de ned on
top of CMS, whereas in Se t.5 we fo us on the omparison with other basi al uli
(the - al ulus and the Abadi-Cardelli's obje t al ulus), in order to analyze the
relationship between the notion of module in CMS and that of fun tor (or parametri module) in ML and of obje t in obje t-oriented languages. In Se t.6 we propose
an extension of typed CMS with subtyping and dis uss related problems. Finally,
related work is onsidered in Se t.7, while in the Con lusion we summarize the
ontribution of the paper and outline further work.
This paper is an extended and improved version of (An ona & Zu a, 1999).

1 Untyped CMS
1.1 Syntax

The abstra t syntax of the untyped al ulus is given in Fig.1.
Lower ase meta-variable x ranges over an in nite numerable set Var of variables ,
whereas upper ase meta-variables X and Y range over an in nite numerable set
Name of omponent names . This distin tion at the level of the al ulus re e ts,
at more pra ti al level, the separation that a linker makes between internal names
(what we all variables) and external names (what we all omponent names).
The meta-variable C ranges over the set of ore expressions (or terms), denoted
by EC . Therefore the syntax of CMS is parametri in the set EC ; we assume that
Var  EC .
The meta-variable E ranges over the set of all module expressions (or terms)
whi h is denoted by EE .
The produ tion E ::= C [℄ intuitively orresponds to the term obtained by applying the substitution  to C with no apture of free variables. Note that the substitution is expli it, in the sense of (Curien et al., 1996); in other words, C [xi i7!IEi ℄
is a ore term annotated with a \pending" substitution where generi (that is, even
non- ore) expressions may appear. The intuition is that, when redu ing terms, the
expli it substitution xi 7! Ei (for some i 2 I ) an be e e tively \applied" to the ore
term C whenever Ei is a ore expression (see rule (sub) in Fig.2 in the sequel). In
this way we an represent ore terms ontaining module expressions independently
2
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from the ore language and without any knowledge of its synta ti rules. Whenever
the substitution is empty and no ambiguity arises, in module expressions we simply
write C instead of C [ ℄.
The ability of representing this kind of terms (that is, ore terms ontaining module subterms) is ru ial if we want our module al ulus to have a sele tion operator
(see Fig.2 and omments below). Indeed, this is the only module operator of CMS
whi h an return as result a ore term (possibly ontaining module subterms). If
we removed sele tion from the set of CMS operators, then we ould repla e the
produ tion E ::= C [℄ with E ::= C , thus avoiding expli it substitution.
However, we onsider sele tion an essential feature of CMS , sin e no module
language is usable in pra ti e without this operator. On the other hand, sele tion
an be disregarded if we are interested only in modeling extra-linguisti me hanisms
for ombining modules (like linking).
The produ tion E ::= C [℄ is appli able only under the following impli it assumptions:
(1) FVC (C )  dom ()
(2) FV (C [℄) \ dom () = ;

where FVC : EC ! P (Var ) is a ore language dependent fun tion asso iating with
ea h ore expression the set of its free variables; dom () denotes the domain of 
(formally de ned below); FV (C [℄) denotes the set of free variables in C [℄ (formally
de ned below). These assumptions are needed for proving CR (Se t.2); on the other
hand, they do not restri t the expressive power of the language (see the de nition
of - ongruen e below).
The independen e of the al ulus from the ore language is e e tive, in the sense
that redu tion and typing rules we provide are onstru ted on top of those of the
ore language, so that a type- he ker or an interpreter for the module language
ould be onstru ted in a modular way enri hing one for the ore level, as done in
(Leroy, 1996). The prototype we have developed for the al ulus is a tually built
following this idea (see the Con lusion).
Note that, however, the approa h taken here does not allow the de nition of the
ore language to depend in turn on the module language (thus having a mutual dependen y between the module and the ore language), even though our prototype,
whi h has been written in Java, goes beyond allowing the user to de ne instantiations of CMS where modules are rst lass values at the ore level (at least for
the untyped version). We leave to further investigation the possibility of de ning
a formal framework allowing mutual dependen y between the ore and the module
level (see the Con lusion).
A basi module orresponds to the ability of building a module by olle ting a
set of omponents. A basi module is made up of an assignment of input names to
deferred variables (also alled -assignment), of expressions to output names (also
alled o-assignment) and of expressions to lo al variables (also alled -assignment
or substitution); all these assignments have a s ope that is indi ated by the square
bra kets delimiters.
The notation xi i7!IXi (I possibly empty) is used for representing the unique
2
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surje tive and nite map  s.t. dom () = fxi j i 2 I g, od () = fXi j i 2 I g and
(xi ) = Xi for all i 2 I . The expression is well-formed only if for any i1 and i2 in I ,
if i1 6= i2 then xi1 6= xi2 .
The expression 1 ; 2 is well-formed only if dom (1 ) \ dom (2 ) = ; and denotes
the assignment  s.t. dom () = dom (1 ) [ dom (2 ), od () = od (1 ) [ od (2 ),
(x) = 1 (x) for all x 2 dom (1 ) and (x) = 2 (x) for all x 2 dom (2 ). For appli ation
and omposition of maps we use the standard notation (see the omments on the
redu t operator in Se t.1.2, for further details on map omposition).
For sake of simpli ity, we identify all expressions representing the same map.
Similar notations and assumptions are used for the other kinds of assignments
and for renamings.
Finally, we assume that a basi module expression is well-formed only if the set
of deferred and lo al variables are disjoint (dom () \ dom ()). On the ontrary, the
sets of input and output omponents an have a non empty interse tion.
For instan e, the basi module:
[ext ev

7! IntEv ;

BoolEv

7! ev ;

ev

7! :::; lhs 7! :::; rhs 7! :::; kind 7! :::℄

orresponds to the module BOOL de ned in the Introdu tion.
As already mentioned, there exist several (both te hni al and methodologi al)
motivations for keeping omponent names separated from variables.
Te hni ally speaking, variables an be - onverted, in the sense that we an
rename (in an appropriate way) the variables of an expression E without hanging
the observable semanti s of E . The same annot be done for omponent names
(see Se t.1.2). Furthermore, if we want the module al ulus to be independent from
the ore level, then omponent names have to be ne essarily independent from the
variables of the ore language.
Methodologi ally speaking, this separation is a way of abstra ting from the parti ular programming language a module omes from, even allowing omposition of
heterogeneous software omponents; variables orrespond to the parti ular diale t
spoken inside ea h module, whereas names represent a sort of lingua fran a whi h
allows modules to talk ea h other.
Analogous distin tions are those between program variables and labels that onne ts fragments in (Harper & Lillibridge, 1994), variables and eld/method names
in the Abadi-Cardelli's obje t al ulus (Abadi & Cardelli, 1996) and names and
identi ers in (Leroy, 1994); also in MzS heme's units (Flatt & Felleisen, 1998) imported and exported variables have separate internal (binding) and external (linking) names, and the internal names within a unit an be -renamed.
Modules an be merged together by means of the sum operator.
The redu t operator is a powerful form of renaming of the omponent names;
input and output omponents are separately renamed via two renamings (see below)
 and o , respe tively, whi h are two nite maps over Name .
The freeze operator allows the binding between input and output names; this
binding is spe i ed by the renaming f .
Finally, it is possible to a ess an output omponent from the outside via the
sele tion operator.
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The meta-variable  ranges over the set of renamings ( nite maps over Name ).
The notation Xi i7!I Yi ; Yj j J (I or J possibly empty) is used for representing the
unique map  s.t. dom () = fXi j i 2 I g, od () = fYi j i 2 I [ J g and (Xi ) = Yi ,
for all i 2 I .
A renaming Xi i7!IYi ; Yj j J is well-formed only if fYi j i 2 I g and fYj j j 2 J g are
disjoint sets and for any i1 and i2 in I , if i1 6= i2 then Xi1 6= Xi2 and, similarly, for
any j1 and j2 in J , if j1 6= j2 then Yj1 6= Yj2 .
We introdu e the following abbreviations for the redu t: if  is an in lusion, that
is, of the form Xi i7!I Xi ; Xj j J , then  j Ejo is written fXi ji2I [J gj Ejo ; if in parti ular
J = ;, that is,  is the identity, then we simply write Ejo . Symmetri ally, if o
is of the form Xi i7!I Xi ; Xj j J , then  j Ejo is written  j EjfXi ji2I g and, if o is the
identity, then we simply write  j E .
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Notations and De nitions: for any module expression E , let FV (E ) denotes the
set of free variables of E indu tively de ned by:
FV (x) = fxgS
FV (C [℄) = E2 od () FV (E )
S
FV ([; o; ℄) = E2 od (o)[ od() FV (E ) n (dom () [ dom ())
FV (E1 + E2 ) = FV (E1 ) [ FV (E2 )
FV ( j Ejo ) = FV (E )
FV (freeze f (E )) = FV (E )
FV (E:X ) = FV (E )
As expe ted, at the module level the only binding onstru t is that for basi
modules. If E = [; o; ℄ then we denote by BV (E ) the set dom () [ dom () of its
binders. Finally, we de ne V (E ) to be the set of all variables in E .
Capture avoiding and parallel meta-level substitution for module terms is indu tively de ned as follows:
xfg = (x)
if x 2 dom ()
xfg = x
if x 62 dom ()
C [xi i7!IEi ℄fg = C [xi i7!I Ei fg℄
[; o; ℄f0 g = [; of0 jV g; f0 jV g℄,SV = dom (0 ) n BV ([; o; ℄)
if BV ([; o; ℄) \ E2 od ( ) FV (E ) = ;
(E1 + E2 )fg = E1 fg + E2 fg
 j Ejo fg =  j E fgjo
freeze f (E )fg = freeze f (E fg)
E:X fg = E fg:X
(Xi i7!I Ei )fg = Xi i7!IEi fg
(xi i7!IEi )fg = xi i7!I Ei fg
where 0 jV denotes 0 restri ted to the domain V (V  dom (0 )). The ondition for
the ase of basi modules ensures that there are no aptures of free variables; it is
suÆ ient, but learly not ne essary.
Note that the de nition of meta-level substitution for module terms is ompletely
independent of that for ore terms (see below).
2
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- ongruen e: we de ne the relation 
= over well-formed module terms as the ongruen e indu tively de ned by the following rules:
C
=C C 0
( ore)
C [℄ 
= C 0 [℄

(sub)
(-basi )

C [x 7! E; ℄ 
= C fx 7! x0 g[x0 7! E; ℄
[x 7! X; ; o; ℄ 
= [x0 7! X; ; ofx 7! x0 g; fx 7! x0 g℄

(-basi )

[; o; x 7! E; ℄ 
= [; ofx 7! x0 g; x0 7! E fx 7! x0 g; fx 7! x0 g℄
The de nition of 
= depends on two \ingredients" that have to be provided by the
ore al ulus: - ongruen e 
=C and apture avoiding substitution over ore terms
(di erently from substitution for module terms, we do not need parallel substitution
at the ore level).
For the moment we do not require meta-level substitution at the ore level to satisfy any property. However, later on we will see that for de ning the redu tion rules
(see Fig.2) and proving CR (see Se t.2) it is onvenient to assume some standard
properties.
Note that, with abuse of notation, we use the same symbol for meta-level substitution for both module and ore terms. However this does not ause any ambiguity,
sin e the meta-variable upon whi h substitution is applied learly reveals the kind
of substitution: C fg always denotes substitution at the ore level, whereas E fg
substitution at the module level.
Finally, note the di eren e between C [x 7! E ℄ and C fx 7! E g: the former denotes a parti ular language onstru t orresponding to expli it substitution, the
latter is a meta-level notation for denoting the term obtained by apture avoiding
substitution of the term E for the variables x in the ore term C . In parti ular, the
rst expression is well-formed if E is a (well-formed) module expression, whereas
the se ond expression is well-formed only when E is a (well-formed) ore expression.
As usual, in the following we will identify any pair of terms E1 and E2 s.t. E1 
=
E2 ; more pre isely, we will feel free to - onvert any term in order to avoid aptures
and lashes of variables while applying either substitutions or redu tion steps. For
instan e, [x 7! X ; V 7! y; ℄fy 7! xg is identi ed with the term [z 7! X ; V 7!
x; ℄; indeed, [x 7! X ; V 7! y; ℄fy 7! xg is not de ned, sin e x would be aptured.
However, [x 7! X ; V 7! y; ℄ 
= [z 7! X ; V 7! y; ℄ and [z 7! X ; V 7! y; ℄fy 7! xg =
[z 7! X ; V 7! x; ℄.
1.2 Redu tion Rules

The redu tion rules for the untyped al ulus are de ned in Fig.2.
As usual, besides the rules of Fig.2, it is impli itly de ned also the rule for
ontextual losure.
E1 ! E2
( tx)
IE[E1 ℄ ! IE[E2 ℄

9
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! C C 0
C [℄ ! C 0 [℄
C

( ore)
(sub)

[

C x

(sum)
(redu t)
(freeze)
(sele tion)

7! C 0 [1 ℄; 2 ℄ ! C fx 7! C 0 g[1 ; 2 ℄

BV (E1 ) \ FV (E2 ) = ;
BV (E2 ) \ FV (E1 ) = ;

[1 ; o1 ; 1 ℄ + [2 ; o2 ; 2 ℄ ! [1 ; 2 ; o1 ; o2 ; 1 ; 2 ℄


 j [;

; ℄jo

o

! [ Æ ; o Æ  ; ℄


o

freeze f ([1 ; 2 ; o; ℄) ! [2 ; o;
[ ; o;

xi

; o

od (2 ) \ dom (f ) = ;

Æ  f Æ 1 ℄

7! E ℄:X ! o(X )fx j7!I [ ; Y 7! E ; x i7!I E ℄:Y g

i2I

i

j

2

j

i

2

i

Fig. 2. Redu tion rules for the untyped al ulus.

A one hole ontext IE[ ℄ is indu tively de ned by the following rules:
IE[ ℄ ::= [ ℄ j C [[ ℄℄ j [ ; o[ ℄; ℄ j [ ; o; [ ℄℄ j IE[ ℄ + E j E + IE[ ℄ j  j IE[ ℄jo
freeze f (IE[ ℄) j IE[ ℄:X
o[ ℄ ::= X 7! IE[ ℄; o
[ ℄ ::= x 7! IE[ ℄; 

j

By de nition, the one step redu tion relation ! is the relation over well-formed
terms indu tively de ned by the rules in Fig.2 plus the rule ( tx). For this reason,
we have omitted all side onditions ensuring well-formedness of terms, sin e those
are satis ed by de nition.
Core: the de nition of the redu tion relation for the module al ulus is parametri
in the one step redu tion relation !C of the ore; however, the rule uses the re exive

and transitive losure of !C (denotated by !
C ). This hoi e simpli es the proof
of CR (see Se t.2), while retaining the same onvertibility relation generated by
! (that is, the transitive re exive symmetri losure of !, denoted by $). Note
that the rule an be applied only when both C [℄ and C 0 [℄ are well-de ned, that
is,  is well-de ned and assumptions (1) and (2) of Se t.1.1 hold for both terms.
However, if we require the ore language to verify the following assumption, then
the well-formedness of C [℄ learly implies that of C 0 [℄.
Assumption 1.1

0
0
For any pair of ore terms C and C 0 , if C !
C C , then FVC (C )  FVC (C ).
Substitution: the (sub) rule applies an expli it substitution to a ore term; note
that, sin e the right hand side uses meta-level substitution at the ore level, an expli it substitution an be \applied" only when a variable is substituted with a ore
term, that is, a term of the form C [℄. As happens for the redu tion rule ( ore), the
rule (sub) an be applied only when both C [x 7! C 0 [1 ℄; 2 ℄ and C fx 7! C 0 g[1 ; 2 ℄
are well-de ned. However, if we require the ore language to verify the following
assumption, then the well-formedness of the term in the left-hand side learly im-
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plies that of the term in the right-hand side (after an appropriate - onversion of
the left-hand side term, in order to have dom (1 ) \ dom (2 ) = ;).
Assumption 1.2
For any pair of ore terms C and C 0 and any variable x, FVC (C fx 7! C 0 g) =
(FVC (C ) n fxg) [ FVC (C 0 ).
Sum: the redu tion rule for sum is straightforward; this operation has simply the
e e t of gluing together two modules. However, a parti ular attention is needed for
orre tly applying this rule.
First of all, we have to pay attention that the free variables of one module are
not aptured by the binders of the other (side ondition). Furthermore, re all that
the redu tion is de ned only over well-formed terms, therefore the binders of one
module must be disjoint from those of the other (BV (Ei ) \ FV (Ej ) = ;, for i = 1; 2,
j = 2; 1). These two side onditions (both the expli it and the impli it) an always
be satis ed by an appropriate - onversion.
For the same reason of well-formedness, the output omponents of the two modules must be disjoint (dom (o1 ) \ dom (o2 ) = ;); however, in this ase the redu tion
gets stu k sin e this on i t annot be resolved by an - onversion. The only way to
solve this problem is to expli itly rename the output omponents in an appropriate
way by means of the redu t operator (see below), thus hanging the term.
The sets of the input omponents of the two modules an have a non empty
interse tion and the resulting set of the input omponents of the sum is simply the
union of them; this means that the input omponents having the same name in the
two modules are shared in the resulting sum.
Finally, note that sum represents a very primitive way of assembling together two
modules, sin e it provides no way for inter- onne ting their omponents (apart from
the fa t that input omponents are shared1). This an be done only at a se ond
stage, after sum has been performed, by means of the freeze operator (see below).
In other words, sum orresponds to the ability of olle ting pie es of unrelated ode.
In the sequel we will onsider also an alternative version of CMS with left preferential sum instead of the (non preferential) sum operator presented in Fig.1
and 2; its redu tion rule is de ned as follows:
BV (E1 ) \ FV (E2 ) = ;
(left-sum)
BV (E2 ) \ FV (E1 ) = ;
[1 ; o1 ; o; 1 ℄ [2 ; o2 ; 2 ℄ ! [1 ; 2 ; o1 ; o2 ; 1 ; 2 ℄
dom (o)  dom (o2 )
Di erently to what happens for non preferential sum, the expression E1 E2 an
be redu ed also when the output omponents in E1 and E2 are not disjoint (that
is, when o is not empty); in this ase the de nitions in E2 override the de nitions
of the orresponding omponents in E1 . As happens for the rule (sum), the impli it
ondition dom (o1 ) \ dom (o2 ) = ; must be satis ed for the rule (left-sum) to be
appli able.
1 We ould avoid impli it sharing of input omponents in the (sum) rule by requiring dom (1 ) \
dom (2 ) = ;, thus for ing the user to make this sharing expli it by means of the redu t operator.
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Note that these two versions of sum annot be expressed in terms of ea h other.
More pre isely, onsidering the al ulus whi h ontains both left and non preferential sum, we have that it is not true that there exists a term E(x,y) ontaining no
left preferential sum s.t. for any losed terms E1 , E2 , (E1 E2 ) $ E (E1 ; E2 ). An
analogous statement an be proved for E1 + E2 .
However, in Se t.3 we will show that in typed CMS the left preferential sum
operator an be expressed in terms of the non preferential, therefore, rather than
onsidering a al ulus having both operators, we prefer to keep a minimal version.
In the sequel, unless di erently spe i ed, by CMS we mean the al ulus with non
preferential sum.
Redu t: the redu t operator performs a renaming of omponent names and does
not hange the -assignment and the variables of a module; its e e t is simply a
omposition of maps whi h an be orre tly performed only if od ()  dom ( )
and od (o )  dom (o) (impli it side ondition). This means that we allow a slightly
more general notion of map omposition (the standard one would require od () =
dom ( ) and od (o ) = dom (o)) where in lusions may be impli itly used.
This form of renaming turns out to be rather powerful: indeed, input and output
names are renamed in a separate way, by spe ifying two renamings  and o ,
respe tively2. The two renamings are ontravariant for the same reason that a
fun tion from A to B an be onverted into a fun tion from A0 to B 0 whenever two
onversion fun tions from A0 to A and from B to B 0 are provided.
Note that the two renamings an be non-inje tive and non-surje tive. A noninje tive map  allows sharing of input omponents, whereas a non-surje tive one
is used for adding dummy (in the sense that no variable is asso iated with them)
input omponents; a non-inje tive map o allows dupli ation of de nitions, whereas
a non-surje tive map is used for hiding output omponents.
As a nal remark, note that the synta ti representation hosen for -assignments
is not suitable for expressing non-surje tive maps, although omposition of su h assignments with non-surje tive renamings may produ e non-surje tive assignments.
Hen e, we represent a non-surje tive assignment by asso iating a fresh variable with
ea h input omponent whi h is not rea hed in . For instan e, the term
fX;W gj [x

7! X ; Y 7! x; Z 7! 1;

℄jfY g

redu es in one step to
[x 7! X; w 7! W ; Y

7! x;

℄

where w is a fresh variable.
2 In the primitive al ulus there exists no relationship between the names of the input and output

omponents and the fa t that these two sets of names may not be disjoint has no semanti
onsequen e; we will onsider later (Se t.4) how to en ode in the al ulus module systems with
virtual, that is, both input and output, omponents.
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Freeze: as already stated, the freeze operator is essential for binding input with
output omponents in order to a omplish inter- onne tion of modules. In other
words, freeze orresponds to the phase, typi al of any linker, of external names
resolution whi h immediately follows the merge of the obje t les. However in this
ase the resolution is neither impli it nor exhaustive. A renaming f expli itly spe i es how resolution has to be performed, asso iating output to input omponents;
furthermore, the domain of f an be a proper subset of all input omponents of
the module so that resolution is partial.
The e e t of applying the freeze operator is that all input omponents that are
resolved, represented by the set od (1 ), disappear and all the deferred variables
mapped into them, represented by the set dom (1 ), be ome lo al.
These variables are asso iated with the de nition of the output omponent to
whi h they are bound by f , that is, o(f (1 (x)), for all x 2 dom (1 )). Re all that
the omposition is well-de ned if the following impli it side onditions are veri ed:
od (1 )  dom (f ) and od (f )  dom (o).
The expli it side ondition just ensures that od (1 ) a tually ontains all the
input omponents that have to be resolved and are spe i ed by f .
The deferred variables and the input omponents whi h are not resolved (represented by dom (2 ) and od (2 ), respe tively) and the o-assignment are not a e ted.
As an example, the module expression
freeze F 7!G ([f 7! F; k 7! K ; G 7! E (f; k); ℄)
redu es in one step to
[k 7! K ; G 7! E (f; k); f 7! E (f; k)℄
where E (f; k) denotes an expression possibly ontaining the free variables f and k.
Sele tion: nally, output omponents an be a essed from the outside by means
of the sele tion operator. Sele tion is legal only for modules where all input omponents have been resolved ( alled on rete modules), hen e, for all modules having an
empty -assignment. Furthermore, the sele ted omponent X must be in dom (o)
(that is, must be an output omponent of the module); this is an impli it side
ondition ensuring o(X ) to be well-de ned.
Sin e de nitions in modules an be mutually dependent, the expression orresponding to the sele ted omponent may ontain some (ne essarily lo al) variables
fxi j i 2 I g whi h have to be repla ed with their orresponding de nition.i ITherefore, for ea h j 2 I , the variable xj is repla ed with the term [ ; Y 7! Ej ; xi 7! Ei ℄:Y ,
whi h learly redu es to the de nition asso iated with xj in the module. Note that
re ursion is obtained by propagating the -assignment of E in the resulting term
by means of the substitution.
As an example, the module expression
[; G 7! g; k 7! E (k; g); g 7! k℄:G
redu es in one step to
[; Y 7! k; k 7! E (k; g); g 7! k℄:Y
2
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1.3 Conservativity

We on lude this se tion by showing that every instantiation of CMS over a ore
al ulus CC orresponds to a onservative extension of CC .
Trivially, ea h losed ore term C is naturally embedded in the module term
C [ ℄. Furthermore, the al ulus is strati ed: expli it substitutions allow ore terms
to ontain module terms, however if a term of form C [℄ ontains a module subterm
that does not redu e to a ore term, then C [℄ gets stu k sin e rule (sub) annot be
applied; these kinds of terms will be ruled out in the typed version of the al ulus
given in Se t.3.
On the other hand, if all module subterms Ei in C [℄ redu e to a ore term (that
is, a term of form Ci [i ℄), then it is easy to prove that, by iterating (sub) redu tion
steps, we nally obtain a ore term C 0 [ ℄. The further redu tion of C 0 [ ℄ is ore
al ulus dependent, but learly we expe t that the semanti s of ea h ore term in
the ore al ulus orresponds to the semanti s of its embedding in CMS. This is
ensured by the following property:
Fa t 1.3 (Conservativity 1 )

For ea h pair of losed ore terms C1 and C2 we have: C1 [ ℄ ! C2 [ ℄ i C1 !
C C2 .
Proof

): the only appli able rule is ( ore).
(: just apply rule ( ore).
An analogous property for the stati semanti s is proved in Se t.3.

2 Chur h-Rosser Property for CMS
Before proving CR for CMS we introdu e some standard de nition and properties
on Term Rewriting Systems (TRSs) and Combinatory Redu tion Systems (CRSs)
whi h will be used later on. For more te hni al details we refer to (Klop, 1987; Klop
et al., 1993).
2.1 Te hni al Preliminaries

De nition 2.1
An Abstra t Redu tion System (ARS) is a pair <A; (! ) 2I > onsisting of a set
A and a sequen e of binary relations ! on A, also alled redu tion or rewrite
relations.
If for a; b 2 A we have (a; b) 2! we write a ! b. The re exive, the transitive
= ,
re exive and the transitive re exive symmetri losures of ! are written !

! , $ , respe tively. The omposition ! Æ ! is de ned by a ! Æ ! b if
a ! ! b for some 2 A. The onverse relation of ! is written
.
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De nition 2.2
If ! and ! are redu tion relations on A, we say that they ommute if
! Æ  .
=
We say that they strongly ommute if
Æ! =!
Æ= .



Æ !

=

Fa t 2.3
If ! and ! strongly ommute, then they ommute.

De nition 2.4

A redu tion is Chur h-Rosser (or on uent) if !
is self- ommuting.
Theorem 2.5 (Hindley )
Let <A; (!
) 2I > be an ARS s.t. for all ;
S
the union 2I ! is CR.

2 I, !

and !

ommutes. Then

We refer to (Klop, 1987) and (Klop et al., 1993) for the notions of Term Rewriting
System and of Combinatory Redu tion System, respe tively.
The following de nitions and theorem on TRSs apply also to CRSs (by repla ing
the word \variable" with \meta-variable").

De nition 2.6
A term is linear if it ontains no multiple o urren es of the same variable. A TRS
is left-linear if ea h LHS of all its redu tion rules is a linear term.
De nition 2.7
Let ! and ! Æ be two rewrite rules s.t. is uni able with a non-variable
subterm of . Hen e, there is a ontext IE[ ℄, a non-variable term t and a substitution
 s.t. = IE[t℄ and fg = tfg; as a onsequen e, the term fg(= IE[t℄fg) an
be redu ed in two possible ways: IE[t℄fg ! IE[ ℄fg and fg ! Æfg.
The pair <IE[ ℄fg; Æfg> is alled a riti al pair . If ! and ! Æ are the
same rewrite rule, then we furthermore require that is uni able with a proper
non-variable subterm of (= ).
De nition 2.8
A riti al pair <s; t> is alled onvergent if s and t have a ommon redu t.
De nition 2.9
A TRS is orthogonal if it is left-linear and there are no riti al pairs.
Theorem 2.10
Every orthogonal TRS is CR.
Theorem 2.11
Let C1 and C2 be two left-linear CRSs de ned on two disjoint alphabets. Then
C1 [ C2 is CR i C1 and C2 are CR.
The proof of Theorem 2.11 an be found in (van Oostrom, 1994) (Theorem 3.4.29,
page 126).
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CMS

In order to prove CR we need some (standard) assumption over the ore al ulus
(in addition to Ass.1.1 and 1.2).
Assumption 2.12
In the sequel we will onsider instantiations of CMS over ore languages satisfying
assumptions 1.1 and 1.2 plus the following properties:

1. the alphabets of the ore and the module al ulus must be disjoint;
2. for any pair of variables x1 and x2 and ore term C , C1 and C2 , if x1 62
FVC (C2 ) and x2 62 FVC (C1 ) then C fx1 7! C1 gfx2 7! C2 g = C fx2 7! C2 gfx1 7! C1 g;
3. for any pair of variables x1 and x2 and ore term C , C1 and C2 , if x2 62
FVC (C ) n fx1 g then C fx1 7! C1 gfx2 7! C2 g = C fx1 7! C1 fx2 7! C2 gg;
4. for any variable x and ore term C , C1 and C2 , if C1 !C C2 then C1 fx 7! C g!C C2 fx 7! C g;
5. for any variable x and ore term C , C1 and C2 , if C1 !C C2 then C fx 7! C1 g!C C fx 7! C2 g;
6. the redu tion relation !C is CR.
Ass.2.12.1 requires that the two al uli have di erent operator symbols. Ass.2.12.2
and 2.12.3 ensure that substitution well-behaves w.r.t. omposition. Ass.2.12.4 and
2.12.5 require the redu tion relation !C to be losed w.r.t. substitution and ontext
appli ation.

Lemma 2.13
Rules ( ore) and (sub) strongly ommute.
Proof
By indu tion on the minimum of the depth of the two redexes.
Basis: we distinguish the following ases:

1. both ( ore) and (sub) redexes have depth 0, hen e they oin ide with the

whole term. Assuming that C1 !
C C2 , we have the following two redu tions:

C1 [x 7! C [1 ℄; 2 ℄ ! ore C2 [x 7! C [1 ℄; 2 ℄
C1 [x 7! C [1 ℄; 2 ℄ !sub C1 fx 7! C g[1 ; 2 ℄

Now learly C2 [x 7! C [1 ℄; 2 ℄ !sub C2 fx 7! C g[1 ; 2 ℄. Furthermore, by Ass.2.12.4

C1 fx 7! C g!
C C2 fx 7! C g, therefore C1 fx 7! C g[1 ; 2 ℄ ! ore C2 fx 7! C g[1 ; 2 ℄.
2. only the (sub) redex has depth 0. The most signi ant sub- ase is represented

by the following redu tions, assuming that C1 !
C C2 :

C [x 7! C1 [1 ℄; 2 ℄ ! ore C [x 7! C2 [1 ℄; 2 ℄
C [x 7! C [1 ℄; 2 ℄ !sub C fx 7! C1 g[1 ; 2 ℄

Now learly C [x 7! C2 [1 ℄; 2 ℄ !sub C fx 7! C2 g[1 ; 2 ℄. Furthermore, by Ass.2.12.5

C fx 7! C1 g!
C C fx 7! C2 g, therefore C fx 7! C1 g[1 ; 2 ℄ ! ore C fx 7! C2 g[1 ; 2 ℄.
The sub- ase where the ( ore) redex is in 1 is analogous, whereas the sub- ase
where the ( ore) redex is in 2 is trivial.
3. only the ( ore) redex has depth 0. Easy he k.
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Indu tion Step: assume that for some term E , E 0 and E 00 we have E ! ore E 0
and E !sub E 00 , where both redexes have depth greater than 0. Then we distinguish two possible ases. If the redexes are disjoint than trivially there exists E 000 s.t.
E 0 !sub E 000 and E 00 ! ore E 000 . Otherwise the redexes are nested, therefore E an be
de omposed as E = IE1 [E1 ℄, E1 = IE2 [E2 ℄ for an appropriate non empty ontext IE1
and a (possibly empty) ontext IE2 and terms E1 , E2 s.t. E1 ! ore E10 , E2 !sub E20
(or, equivalently, the other way round) and E 0 = IE1 [E10 ℄, E 00 = IE1 [IE2 [E20 ℄℄. Therefore, sin e E1 ! ore E10 and E1 = IE2 [E2 ℄ !sub IE2 [E20 ℄, by indu tive hypothesis,
there exists E 000 s.t. E10 !sub E 000 , IE2 [E20 ℄ ! ore E 000 . Finally, by ontext losure,
E 0 = IE1 [E10 ℄ !sub IE1 [E 000 ℄ and E 00 = IE1 [IE2 [E20 ℄℄ ! ore IE1 [E 000 ℄.

Lemma 2.14
Rules ( ore) strongly self- ommutes.
Proof
By indu tion on the minimum of the depth of the two redexes.
Basis: we distinguish the following ases:

1. both redexes have depth 0, hen e they oin ide with the whole term. Assuming


that C1 !
C C2 and C1 !C C3 , we have the following two redu tions:

C1 [℄ ! ore C2 [℄
C1 [℄ ! ore C3 [℄


Now, by Ass.2.12.6, there exists a ore term C4 s.t. C2 !
C C4 and C3 !C C4 ,
therefore C2 [℄ ! ore C4 [℄ and C3 [℄ ! ore C4 [℄.
2. only one redex has depth 0. Easy he k.

Indu tion Step: analogous to proof of lemma 2.13.

Lemma 2.15
Rule (sub) strongly self- ommutes.
Proof
By indu tion on the minimum of the depth of the two redexes.
Basis: we distinguish the following ases:

1. both redexes have depth 0, hen e they oin ide with the whole term. We have
the following two redu tions:

C [x1 7! C1 [1 ℄; x2 7! C2 [2 ℄; 3 ℄ !sub C fx1 7! C1 g[1 ; x2 7! C2 [2 ℄; 3 ℄
C [x1 7! C1 [1 ℄; x2 7! C2 [2 ℄; 3 ℄ !sub C fx2 7! C2 g[x1 7! C1 [1 ℄; 2 ; 3 ℄
Applying (sub) on e more we obtain

C fx1 7! C1 g[1 ; x2 7! C2 [2 ℄; 3 ℄ !sub C fx1 7! C1 gfx2 7! C2 g[1 ; 2 ; 3 ℄
C fx2 7! C2 g[x1 7! C1 [1 ℄; 2 ; 3 ℄ !sub C fx2 7! C2 gfx1 7! C1 g[1 ; 2 ; 3 ℄
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Now sin e we are assuming that C1 [1 ℄ and C2 [2 ℄ are well-de ned we have
that FVC (C1 )  dom (1 ) and FVC (C2 )  dom (2 ). Also, C fx1 7! C1 g[1 ; x2 7! C2 [2 ℄; 3 ℄
and C fx2 7! C2 g[x1 7! C1 [1 ℄; 2 ; 3 ℄ are well-de ned, hen e x2 62 dom (1 )
and x1 62 dom (2 ). Therefore x1 62 FVC (C2 ) and x2 62 FVC (C1 ) and we an
apply ass.2.12.2.
2. only one redex has depth 0. The most signi ant sub- ase is represented by
the following redu tions:
C [x1 7! C1 [x2 7! C2 [1 ℄; 2 ℄; 3 ℄ !sub C fx1 7! C1 g[x2 7! C2 [1 ℄; 2 ; 3 ℄
C [x1 7! C1 [x2 7! C2 [1 ℄; 2 ℄; 3 ℄ !sub C [x1 7! C1 fx2 7! C2 g[1 ; 2 ℄; 3 ℄
Applying (sub) on e more we obtain
C fx1 7! C1 g[x2 7! C2 [1 ℄; 2 ; 3 ℄ !sub C fx1 7! C1 gfx2 7! C2 g[1 ; 2 ; 3 ℄
C [x1 7! C1 fx2 7! C2 g[1 ; 2 ℄; 3 ℄ !sub C fx1 7! C1 fx2 7! C2 gg[1 ; 2 ; 3 ℄
Now sin e we are assuming that the term C [x1 7! C1 [x2 7! C2 [1 ℄; 2 ℄; 3 ℄
is well-formed, we have that FVC (C )  fx1 g [ dom (3 ), whereas from the
fa t that the term C fx1 7! C1 g[x2 7! C2 [1 ℄; 2 ; 3 ℄ is well-formed, we dedu e
dom (3 ) \ (fx2 g [ dom (2 )) = ; and, hen e, x2 62 FVC (C ) n fx1 g. Therefore
we on lude by Ass.2.12.3.
The sub- ases where the inner redex is in either 1 or 2 are trivial.
Indu tion Step: analogous to proof of lemma 2.13.

Theorem 2.16
Under Assumption 2.12, CMS is CR.
Proof
Let CMS C denote the al ulus onsisting only of the rules ( ore) and (sub).
By Fa t 2.3, Theorem 2.5 and lemmas 2.13, 2.14 and 2.15 we have that CMS C
is CR.
Furthermore, let CMS M denote the al ulus onsisting of all the rules of CMS
ex ept ( ore) and (sub). Trivially CMS M is an orthogonal CRS, therefore, by Theorem 2.10, is CR.
Now, learly CMS an be obtained as the disjoint union of the two left-linear
CRSs CMS C and CMS M , therefore we an on lude by Theorem 2.11.
3 Typed CMS
In this se tion we address the problem of de ning a type system for CMS. As usual,
we will prove that the redu tion relation de ned on the untyped al ulus preserves
types, that is, the subje t redu tion property holds.
Sin e here we are mainly interested in type he king rather than in type inferen e
algorithms, the terms of the typed al ulus are de orated with types so that they
are slightly di erent from those of the untyped al ulus.
The types of the al ulus are de ned by

 ::=  j [Xi :i i I ; Xj :j j J ℄
2

2
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A type is either a ore type  (that is, a type of the ore language) or a module
type [Xi :i i I ; Xj :j j J ℄, abbreviated by [ ; o ℄. Clearly, we must assume that
the ore al ulus is typed.
For sake of simpli ity we do not introdu e re ursive module types and assume that
ore types are disjoint from module types. Re ursive types are essential for typing
expressions like [; M 7! m; m 7! [; M 7! m; ℄℄, where modules have themselves
as omponents; we leave to further work the ability of expressing re ursive module
types (see the Con lusion).
Note that, a ording to the de nition above, ore types annot be built on top of
module types, hen e we are for ing the ore and module language to be strati ed
so that modules are not rst- lass values. See the Con lusion for a dis ussion about
this restri tion.
A module type is a pair of omponents types  and o . A omponents type is
a list of pairs onsisting of a omponent name and a type. In the following we will
identify all omponents types whi h represent the same set of pairs (that is, order
and repetitions are immaterial).
Intuitively, if a module M has type [Xi :i i I ; Xj :j j J ℄, then fXi j i 2 I g and
fXj j j 2 J g represent the sets of input and output omponents of M , respe tively.
The type annotation Xi :i says that the input (resp. output) omponent Xi an
be orre tly bound to (resp. asso iated with) an expression of type i .
A module type is well-formed if the two omponents types  and o turn out
to be two maps from omponent names into well-formed types. This is formalized
by the judgment ` [; o ℄ de ned by the following rules:
2

2

2

`  ; `  o
` [ ; o ℄

2

` i 8 i 2 I 8i; j 2 I:X = X )  = 
i
j
i
j
` Xi :i i I
2

C

` 
` 

C

where `  is the orresponding judgment for well-formed types at the ore level.
The expression 1 ; 2 denotes the union of the omponents types 1 and 2 ;
note that this operation is not losed w.r.t. well-formed omponents types. The
other operators over omponents types (\, n and ) whi h we use in the sequel are
standard (and losed w.r.t. well-formed omponents types).
The syntax of the typed al ulus is the same as that of the untyped version, apart
from basi modules where deferred and lo al variables are de orated with types:
[xi :i i7!I Xi ; Xj j7!J Ej ; xk :k k7!K Ek ℄
2

2

2

A typed basi module is well-formed if the type de oration is oherent in the sense
that if xi1 :i1 , xi2 :i2 and (xi1 ) = (xi2 ) then i1 = i2 for any pair of deferred
variables xi1 , xi2 .
For instan e, the module
[f :int ! int 7! F; k:int 7! K ; G 7! x:int :k  f (x)[k 7! k; f 7! f ℄; ℄
has type [F :int ! int ; K :int ; G:int ! int ℄.
The typing rules for the typed al ulus are de ned in Fig.3.
A ontext is a nite (possibly empty) sequen e of assignments of well-formed
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(var)
( ore)

(x) = 

` x:
xi

:

i

i2I C` C :



` E :  8i 2 I
i

i2I

i

` C [x 7! E ℄: 
` [X :i i II ;K X : j J ℄
` E : 8 j 2 J [ K
; x :
(basi )
j J
i I
` [x : 7! X ; X 7! E ; x : k7!K E ℄:[X : i I ; X : j J ℄
` [1 ; 2 ; 1 ; 2 ℄; ` E1 :[1 ; 1 ℄; ` E2 :[2 ; 2 ℄
(sum)
1 \ 2 = ;
` E1 + E2 :[1 ; 2 ; 1 ; 2 ℄
0
` E :[ ;  ℄
 : ! 
(redu t)
0
0
0
 : ! 
` j Ej o :[ ;  ℄
f
f f
` E :[ ;  ;  ℄
 : ! 
(freeze)
f \  = ;
` freeze (E ):[ ;  ℄
` E :[ ; X : i I ℄ k 2 I
(sele tion)
` E:X :
i

i

i

i
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j
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Fig. 3. Typing rules for the typed al ulus.

types to variables where variable repetition is allowed. The predi ate (x) =  is
indu tively de ned as follows:

 ;(x) =  is false for any variable x and type  ;
 ( ; x: )(x0 ) =  0 i (x = x0 and  =  0 ) or (x 6= x0 and (x0 ) =  0 ).
In the following we will use the auxiliary fun tions and predi ates de ned below.

 dom (;) = ; and dom ( ; x: ) = dom ( ) [ fxg;
  0 i for all variables x, if (x) =  , then 0 (x) =  .
In the judgments we identify all ontexts and 0 s.t.  0 and 0 

.
The ( ore) typing rule expresses the dependen e from the ore type system; the
C
ore typing judgments have form ` C :  , where is a ontext ontaining only
ore types, C a ore expression and  a ore type.
The (sum) typing rule allows sharing of input omponents having the same name
and type, whereas the side ondition prevents output omponents to be shared.
Note that the side ondition o1 \ o2 = ; and the premise ` [1 ; 2 ; o1 ; o2 ℄ are
both needed to ensure that the domains of the two maps represented by o1 and
o2 , respe tively, are disjoint.
The typing rule for the left preferential sum is the same as the typing rule (sum)
ex ept for the absen e of the side ondition. However, di erently to what happens
for the untyped al ulus, in typed CMS the left preferential sum an be expressed
in terms of the non preferential. Indeed, the following property an be proved: for
any losed terms E1 and E2 , if ; ` Ei :[i ; oi ℄, for i = 1; 2, and ; ` E1 E2 : ,
then
(E1 E2 ) $ (E1 jo1 no2 + E2 ):
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The side onditions having form : Xi :i i I ! Xj :j j J (see typing rules (redu t)
and (freeze)) ensure that the renaming  preserves types; formally, this means that
: fXi j i 2 I g ! fXj j j 2 J g and (Xi ) = Xj ) i = j for all i 2 I , j 2 J .
The redu tion rules for the typed al ulus are simply the rules of Fig.2 annotated
with types.
As happens for the dynami semanti s, the stati semanti s of CMS is a onservative extension of the ore stati semanti s.
2

2

Fa t 3.1 (Conservativity 2 )
For ea h ore ontext , losed ore term C and ore type  we have:
C
i ; ` C:  .

` C [ ℄: 

Proof

): the only appli able rule is ( ore).
(: just apply rule ( ore).
In order to prove subje t redu tion, we need some further (standard) assumptions
over the ore language.
Assumption 3.2
In the following we will onsider ore languages satisfying the following additional
properties (besides Ass.1.1, 1.2 and 2.12).
C

C

1. (Substitution) If 1 ; x: 2 ` C1 : 1 , 2 ` C2 : 2 , and dom ( 1 ) \ dom ( 2 ) =
C
;, then 1 ; 2 ` C1 fx 7! C2 g: 1 .
C
C
2. (Subje t Redu tion) If C1 !C C2 and ` C1 :  then ` C2 :  .
The following lemmas hold for CMS instantiated over ore languages satisfying
assumptions 3.2.

Lemma 3.3 (Weakening )
If ` E : , then 0 ` E : for any ontext

0

s.t.



0.

Proof
Easy indu tion over the typing rules.

Lemma 3.4 (Substitution )
If ; xi :i i I ` E : and ` Ei :i for all i 2 I , then
2

` E fxi i7!I Ei g: .
2

Proof
By indu tion over the height of the proof tree for ; xi :i i

I

2

` E : .

Basis: orresponds to the typing rule (var) and an be easily proved by de nition
of substitution.
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Indu tion Step: orresponds to all the other typing rule. We onsider only the less
obvious ases (basi ) and ( ore).



(basi ): set E = [xi :i i7!IXi ; Xj j7!J Ej ; xk :k k7!K Ek ℄ and assume ; xl :l l L `
E : . Then, by the premiss of the rule (basi ), we have 0 ` Ej :j for all
j 2 J [ K , with
2

2

2

2

= ; xl :l l L ; xi :i i I K ;
furthermore, by hypothesis,
0

2

2 [

` El :l for all l 2 L. Now let L0  L be s.t.
fxl j l 2 L0 g = fxl j l 2 Lg n fxi j i 2 I [ K g,
so that obviously E fxl l7!LEl g = E fxl l7!L El g and 0 = ; xi :i i I K ; xl :l l L .
Then, by indu tive hypothesis, ; xi :i i I K ` Ej fxl l7!L El g:j for all j 2 J [
2

2

0

2 [

2

2 [



2

0

0

K ; therefore we an apply (basi ) and on lude by de nition of substitution.
( ore): set E = C [yj j7!J Ej ℄ and assume ; xi :i i I ` E :  . Then, by the
C
premises of the ( ore) rule, we have yj : j j J ` C :  and ; xi :i i I ` Ej : j ,
for all j 2 J ; furthermore, by hypothesis, ` Ei :i for all i 2 I . Therefore, by indu tive hypothesis, ` Ej fxi i7!I Ei g: j , for all j 2 J , and by
rule ( ore) we an derive ` C [yj j7!J Ej fxi i7!IEi g℄:  . But, by de nition,
C [yj j7!J Ej fxi i7!I Ei g℄ = C [yj j7!J Ej ℄fxi i7!I Ei g.
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Theorem 3.5 (Subje t Redu tion )
If E ! E 0 and ` E : , then ` E 0 : .
Proof
The proof is by indu tion over the redu tion rules.
 ( ore):i Iin this ase we have that E and E 0 are of the form C [xi i7!IEi ℄ and
C 0 [xi 7!Ei ℄, respe tively, and C !C C 0 (otherwise the redu tion rule would
not be appli able); furthermore, the judgment ` E :  an be derived only
C
by applying the type rule ( ore), therefore we have xi : i i I ` C :  and
C
` Ei : i , for all i 2 I . Therefore,
by ass.3.2.2, xi : i i I ` C 0 :  and, by rule
( ore), we derive ` C 0 [xi i7!IEi ℄:  .
 (sub): in this ase E and E 0 are of the form C [x 7! C 0 [xi i7!I Ei ℄; xj j7!J Ej ℄ and
I J
Ek ℄, respe tively, with I \ J = ;; furthermore, the judgC fx 7! C 0 g[xk k 7!
ment ` E :  an be derived only by applying the type rule ( ore), hen e, the
C
following judgments must be valid: x: x ; xj : j j J ` C :  , ` C 0 [xi i7!IEi ℄: x
and ` Ej : j , for all j 2 J . Similarly, from the validity of ` C 0 [xi i7!IEi ℄: x
C
we have xi : i i I ` C 0 : x and ` Ei : i , for all i 2 I . Note that, sin e E 0 is
a well-formed term, we have that fxi j i 2 I g \ fxj j j 2 J g = ;, hen e, by
C
ass.3.2.1 we have xk : k k I J ` C fx 7! C 0 g:  . Finally, by type rule ( ore),
C
using the hypotheses xk : k k I J ` C fx 7! C 0 g:  and ` Ek : k , for all
I J
Ek ℄:  .
k 2 I [ J , we derive ` C fx 7! C 0 g[xk k 7!
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2 [

2

2

2

2

2 [

2 [

2 [
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(sum): in this ase E has form E 1 + E 2 , with

E n = [xin :in in7!In Xin ; Xjn jn7!Jn Ejn ; xkn :kn kn7!Kn Ekn ℄,
2

2

2

for n = 1; 2 (assuming I1 \ I2 = ;, J1 \ J2 = ; and K1 \ K2 = ;), whereas E 0
i I1 I2
1 K2
1 J2
Ek ℄. Sin e the judgment
Ej ; xk :k k K7!
Xi ; Xj j J7!
has form [xi :i 7!


o
o
` E :[1 ; 2 ; 1 ; 2 ℄ an be derived only by applying the type rule (sum),
we have ` [1 ; 2 ; o1 ; o2 ℄, ` E 1 :[1 ; o1 ℄ and ` E 2 :[2 ; o2 ℄. Similarly,
from the validity of ` E n :[n ; on ℄, for n = 1; 2, sin e the only appli able
rule is (basi ), we have ; xi :i i In Kn ` Ej :j , for all j 2 Jn [ Kn and
n = 1; 2. Furthermore, sin e E 0 is well-formed, we have that fxi i I1 K1 g \
fxi i I2 K2 g = ;, therefore, by lemma 3.3, we dedu e 0 ` Ej :j , for all j 2
J1 [ J2 [ K1 [ K2, with 0 = ; xi :i i I1 I2 K1 K2 . From these last judgments
and from ` [1 ; 2 ; o1 ; o2 ℄, by virtue of type rule (basi ), we dedu e `
E 0 :[1 ; 2 ; o1 ; o2 ℄.
(redu t): in this ase E and E 0 have form  j [; o; ℄jo and [ Æ ; o Æ o ; ℄,
respe tively. Sin e the judgment ` E :[0  ; 0 o ℄ an be derived only by
applying the type rule (redu t), we have that ` [; o; ℄:[ ; o ℄. Similarly,
from the validity of ` [; o; ℄:[ ; o ℄, sin e the only appli able typing
rule is (basi ), we have ` [Xi :i i I ; Xj :j j J ℄ and ; xi :i i I K ` Ej :j for all
j 2 J [K . Sin e [Xi :i i I ; Xj :j j J ℄ ( orresponding to [ ; o ℄) is well-formed
and  and o preserve types (by virtue of the side ondition of the type rule
(redu t)), we an easily dedu e the validity of ` [0  ; 0 o ℄. Furthermore, if
 is not surje tive, we have dom ( Æ ) = dom () [ fxm j m 2 M g, where
fxm j m 2 M g is a set of fresh new dummy variables. Hen e, by lemma 3.3,
we have ; xi :i i I K ; xm : m M ` Ej :j for all j 2 J [ K , where  an be any
well-formed type, and we an on lude by applying the type rule (basi ).
(freeze): in this ase E and E 0 have form freeze f ([1 ; 2 ; o; ℄) and [2 ; o; ; oÆ
f Æ 1 ℄, respe tively, with od (2 ) \ dom (f ) = ;. Sin e the judgment `
E :[ ; o ℄ an be derived only by applying the type rule (freeze), we have that
` [1 ; 2 ; o; ℄:[f ;  ; o ℄. Similarly, from the validity of ` [1 ; 2 ; o; ℄:[f ;  ; o ℄,
by applying type rule (basi ), we have ` [Xi :i i I ; Xj :j j J ℄ and ; xi :i i I K `
Ej :j for all j 2 J [ K . Now set Im = dom (m ), for m = 1; 2 ( learly
I1 [ I2 = I and I1 \ I2 = ;). Sin e [Xi :i i I ; Xj :j j J ℄ is well-formed, we
have that [Xi :i i I2 ; Xj :j j J I1 ℄ is well-formed, too. Furthermore, sin e f
preserves types by the side ondition of the type rule (freeze), we have that
for all i1 2 I1 and j 2 J , if (; o Æ f Æ 1 )(xi1 ) = o(f (Xi1 )) = Ej , then
i1 = j , therefore we an on lude by virtue of the type rule (basi ).
(sele tion): in this ase E and E 0 have form
2

2

[

2

[

2

[

[

2

2

2



2

2 [

[

[

[

2 [

2

2

2



2

2

2

2

2



[

[

2 [

2

2 [

7 Ej ; xi i7!I Ei ℄:Y g,
!
respe tively. Sin e the judgment ` E :k an be derived only by applying the type rule (sele tion), we have that ` [ ; o; xi i7!IEi ℄:[ ; Xi :i i I ℄.
Similarly, from the validity of ` [ ; o; xi i7!IEi ℄:[ ; Xi :i i I ℄, sin e the only
appli able typing rule is (basi ), we have ` [ ; Xi :i i I ℄ and ; xi :i i I ` Ei :i
[ ; o; xi i7!I Ei ℄:X and o(X )fxj j7!I [ ; Y
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2
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for all i 2 I (in parti ular, we have ; xi :i i I ` o(X ):k ). From these judgments we an derive ` [ ; Y 7! Ej ; xi i7!IEi ℄:[ ; Y :j ℄, for all j 2 I , by the
type rule (basi ), and, then, ` [ ; Y 7! Ej ; xi i7!IEi ℄:Y :j , for all j 2 I ,
by the type rule (sele tion). Therefore, by lemma 3.4, we on lude that
` o(X )fxj j7!I [ ; Y 7! Ej ; xi i7!IEi ℄:Y g:k .
( tx): all ases an be easily proved by indu tive hypothesis.
2

2

2

2



2

4 A Derived Cal ulus of Module Systems
The al ulus CMS presented in the pre eding se tions has been designed with the
aim to be on one side powerful enough for expressing a variety of omposition
operators on modules, on the other as simple as possible: indeed, there are only
three module ombinators (sele tion plays a di erent role, as explained in Se t.1.1)
whi h orrespond to three very primitive ways of manipulating modules: gluing
together two modules (sum), renaming omponents in an arbitrary way (redu t)
and binding input with output omponents in order to a omplish inter- onne tion
(freeze).
In this se tion, we present a derived al ulus DCMS whi h o ers a larger set of
operators and is less primitive than CMS in two respe ts: rst, operators behave
in a name-driven manner (that is, binding between omponents is impli itly determined by equality of their names); se ond, omponents de ned in the module
are furtherly distinguished in two lasses: virtual and frozen omponents, with the
meaning explained below.
The aim is to provide an example of al ulus with operators loser to those of a
on rete programming language and whi h an be en oded in CMS in a very simple
way (see Fig.5 below).
In parti ular, the possibility of de ning virtual omponents is the generalization
to arbitrary modular languages of a key idea of the obje t-oriented approa h, that
is, the ability of writing modules ( lasses) where omponents (methods) are simultaneously ready to be used via sele tion (that is, are output omponents), and an
be modi ed in a way that hanges the behavior of the omponents referring to them
(that is, are input omponents). This is sometimes alled the open- losed property
of the obje t-oriented approa h.
In order to illustrate the di eren e between virtual and frozen omponents, let us
introdu e some synta ti sugar for DCMS basi modules (for simpli ity we onsider
the untyped version):
import X1 as x1 , .., Xm as xm
export virtual V1 = E1 as v1 , .., Vn =
export frozen F1 = E10 , .., Fp = Ep0
lo al y1 = E100 , .., yp = Eq00

En

as

vn

As shown above, in a DCMS basi module the import and lo al parts are as in
CMS; on the ontrary, the export part is furtherly split in two parts, a frozen part
whi h has the same form of the export part in CMS and a virtual part where a
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omponent de laration has the form V = E as v. This an be onsidered as an
abbreviation for both V = E and V as v.
As an example, onsider the following on rete module M1, where we onsider
integer expressions as ore language:
module M1 is
export virtual V = 2 as v
export frozen F = f, Sum = v + f
lo al f = 3
end M1;

This module, being on rete, an be e e tively used; for instan e the Sum omponent
an be sele ted, obtaining 5. However, we an modify the de nition of the virtual
omponent, ombining M1 with another module M2 de ned, e.g., as follows:
module M2 is
export virtual V = 4 as v
end M2;

by means of a left-preferential link, denoted by (. In the resulting module M1(M2
sele ting the Sum omponent would produ e 6. On the ontrary, if we override the
F omponent by ombining M1 with M3 de ned as follows:
module M3 is
export frozen F = f
lo al f = 4
end M3;

then in the resulting module M1(M2 the omponent Sum always evaluates to 5, sin e
its de nition always refers to the original value of F.
As shown by the example, a module with virtual omponents has, intuitively,
two di erent semanti s: an open semanti s as a fun tion, whi h is needed when the
module is extended via overriding, and a losed semanti s (the xed point of the
fun tion), whi h is needed when the module is used via sele tion of a omponent.
In (An ona & Zu a, 1998b) we have provided a ategori al denotational semanti s
for modules with virtual omponents based on this idea, originally due to (Cook,
1989; Reddy, 1988). The notion of virtual/frozen omponent is learly independent
of (even though inspired by) obje t-oriented programming and an be applied (in
prin iple) to any module language. For a more omprehensive treatment of this
subje t we refer to (Bra ha, 1992), where this notion was introdu ed for the rst
time, and (An ona, 1998).
Virtual omponents of DCMS an be easily en oded in pure CMS by allowing a
omponent name to appear both in the input and output assignment. For instan e,
the module M1 is represented by
[v

7! V ;

V

7! 2 ; F 7! f ; Sum 7! v + f ; f 7! 3 ℄

Of ourse, omponent sele tion in DCMS annot dire tly expressed by the sele tion operator of CMS, sin e we rst need to take the losed semanti s of the
module; for instan e, sele tion of Sum in M1 is en oded by freeze V 7!V (M1 ):Sum .
We give now the formal de nition of the derived al ulus DCMS.
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` [ ; i voI ;V Kfo ℄
 = X : i I
` E : 8 j 2 V [ F [ K
; x :
vo = X : v
` [x : i7!IX ; x : v7!V X v7!V E ; X f7!F E ; x : k7!K E ℄:[ ; vo ; fo ℄
fo = X : f
` [ ; vo1 ; vo2 ; fo1 ; fo2 ℄
fo
vo fo
` E :[ ; vo ; fo ℄ 8 i 2 1::2
(vo
1 ; 1 ) \ (2 ; 2 ) = ;
vo
vo fo
fo
fo
vo
vo
 = (1 n (2 ; fo
` E1  E2 :[ ; 1 ; 2 ; 1 ; 2 ℄
2 )); (2 n (1 ; 1 ))
f  (vo ; fo )
` E :[ ; vo ; fo ℄
vo
f
vo
1 = n
fo
` freeze  (E ):[ ; vo1 ; fo1 ℄
fo
f
1 = ( ;  )


(basi )

i

i

2

i

i

v

v

i

2 [

2

v



[

j

2

v

j

f

2

f

k

k

2

k

(freeze)


i

i

i

i





f









f

` E :[ ; r ; vo ; fo ℄


(restri t)

r \ vo = ;

` restri t (E ):[ r ;  ;  vo ;  fo ℄


r

` E :[ ; vo ; fo ℄


(hide)

` hide (E ):[ ; 1vo ; 1fo ℄
` E :[ ; X : v V ; X :
(sele tion)
` E  X :


h

v

v

2

f

i

i

f

f 2F ℄

h  (vo ; fo )
vo
h
vo
1 = n
fo
fo
h
1 =  n 
i

2V [F

Fig. 4. Typing rules for the DCMS language.

The typing rules of the language are de ned in Fig.4.
Roughly speaking, a DCMS basi module [; vo ; fo ; ℄ orresponds to a CMS
basi module [; o; ℄ where the o-assignment has been split into two assignments
vo and fo , orresponding to the virtual and frozen omponents of the module, respe tively. More pre isely, whereas fo is a tually an o-assignment (that is, a map
from omponent names into expressions), vo is of the form xv :v v7!V Xv v7!V Ev , where
xv is the variable used for referring to the virtual omponent Xv inside the module;
the notation is an abbreviation for xv 7! Xv ; Xv 7! Ev suggesting that virtual omponents are both imported and exported. The impli it onditions for well-formed
terms are all inherited from CMS in the obvious way (in parti ular, note that in a
well-formed assignment xv :v v7!V Xv v7!V Ev the names Xv are distin t for all v 2 V ).
Correspondingly, a module type is a triple [ ; vo ; fo ℄ where vo and fo
represent the virtual and frozen omponents, respe tively. Another di eren e is
that in DCMS there exists a unique name spa e for module omponents, therefore
the rules for well-formed types is as follows:
2

2

`  ; vo ; fo

2

2

 \ vo = ;;  \ fo = ;; vo \ fo = ;
vo ; fo ℄
The link operator orresponds to that informally de ned in the Introdu tion,
where the binding between imported omponents of one argument and exported
(either virtual or frozen) omponents of the other is impli itly determined by their
names, with moreover the requirement that the kind (either virtual or frozen) of
exported omponents must be preserved. Note that this operator returns a onrete module only if ea h imported omponent of E1 is mapped into an exported
omponent of E2 and onversely.

` [;

i

v





(link)

i

2

v

f

V
F

2

2
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` [; vo ; fo ; ℄:[ ; X : v V ; fo ℄
vo = x : v7!V X v!
7 VE
` [; vo ; fo ; ℄ = [; x : v7!V X ; X v7!V E ; fo ; ℄
` E :[ ; vo ; 0 fo ℄ 8 i 2 1::2
` E  = E 8 i 2 1::2
` E1  E2 :[ ; vo ; fo ℄
fo
vo fo
 : \ (1 ; 2 ) ,! ( ;  )
` E1  E2  = freeze (E10 + E20 )
` E  = E 0
` freeze  (E ):[ ; vo ; fo ℄
f
vo fo
` freeze (E ) = freeze (E 0 ) : ,! ( ;  )


v

i


i

i

(freeze)

v

2

v

v

v

v

2

v

2

v

i

i

(link)

v

2



i









f

f



` E :[ ; vo ; fo ℄


` E  = E 0
`
restri t (E ):
(restri t)
` restri t (E ) = E 0 j( 
` E :[ ; vo ; 0 fo ℄
` E  = E
`
hide (E ):
(hide)
` hide (E ) = freeze (E 0 )j(
` E :[ ; vo ; fo0 ℄
` E  = E
` E  X :
(sele tion)
` E  X  = freeze (E 0 ):X
r

r

vo ; fo

)nr



h

h







 )nh

vo ; fo



:vo

:h \ vo

! vo

,

! (vo ; fo )

,

Fig. 5. Translation of DCMS into CMS.

Even though the link operator looks very natural as a way of assembling modules,
there are few examples of on rete module languages whi h support this operator,
allowing in pra ti e mutually re ursive de nitions of modules. The proposal whi h
more dire tly uses an analogous operator is that of units for MzS heme (Flatt &
Felleisen, 1998); others are that in (Duggan & Sourelis, 1996) for adding this feature
to Standard ML and the theoreti al analysis in (Crary et al., 1999); see Se t.7 for
a omparison.
The freeze operator hanges virtual into frozen omponents.
The restri t operator hanges virtual into imported omponents.
The hide operator hides exported (both virtual and frozen) omponents.
The sele tion operator, as in CMS, is used for referring to a exported (either
virtual or frozen) omponent of a on rete module.
The semanti s of DCMS is given by translation into CMS (see Fig.5).
The translation need an environment sin e some type information must be
re overed in order to give a orre t translation. The notation ` E  = E 0
means that in the DCMS expression E is well-typed and translates into the
CMS expression E 0 . For more details on all DCMS operators see (An ona, 1998)
(Chap.4).
Finally, the left preferential link an be expressed in terms of the non preferential

v

2

v
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link operator, in a similar way the left preferential sum an be expressed in terms
of the non preferential sum (as shown in Se t.3).
fo
` Ei :[i ; vo
i ; i ℄ 8 i 2 1::2
` hide [ (E1 )  E2  = E
` E1 ( E2  = E
vo

fo

vo
vo = vo
1 \ 2
fo
fo
fo = 1 \ 2

An extended presentation of how to translate various overriding operators, inluding the super me hanism, in a module language supporting the three basi
operators of sum, redu t and freeze an be found in (An ona & Zu a, 1997). We
say that a module language supports mixin modules (or simply mixins) if it provides
both mutual re ursion and virtual omponents. Note that, a ording to this terminology, traditional obje t-oriented languages, even though methods of a parent
and an heir lass an refer to ea h other (hen e there is mutual re ursion) do not
support mixins sin e an heir lass annot be used as a real module in the sense of
the two prin iples mentioned in the Introdu tion, sin e it relies on a xed parent
lass. Extensions of obje t-oriented languages with mixins (also alled mixin lasses
or parametri heir lasses in this ase) are proposed in (Bra ha & Griswold, 1996;
Flatt et al., 1998; An ona et al., 1999).

5 Expressive Power of the Cal ulus
In this se tion we analyze the expressive power of CMS by de ning two translations
into CMS, the rst from the lambda- al ulus (5.1), the se ond from the AbadiCardelli's al ulus (5.2). In parti ular, the rst translation shows how parametri
modules an be en oded in CMS, whereas the se ond sheds some light on the
di eren e between the notion of module and obje t.
5.1 Parametri

Modules and a Translation for the

-

al ulus

Module systems as those of Standard ML (Milner et al., 1990) or Obje tive Caml
(Leroy, 1996) are based on the idea of designing the module language as a small
appli ative language of its own. Hen e, modules are of two kinds: onstant modules
(stru tures in ML terminology), whi h an be seen in our al ulus as basi modules
without input omponents, and fun tions from modules into modules (fun tors in
ML terminology), whi h an be seen in our al ulus as basi modules whose input
omponents are the expe ted omponents of the stru ture whi h is the parameter
of the fun tor and output omponents are those de ned by the fun tor itself.
In these module systems, the only signi ant operation for omposing modules
is fun tion appli ation, whi h an be en oded following the s hema illustrated in
Fig.6, where we show a translation of the - al ulus into the module al ulus (both
in the untyped version).
Interestingly enough, this translation an be de ned by using the instantiation of
the module al ulus over the simplest ore language we ould hoose: the language
of variables (re all that the only synta ti assumption over the ore language is that
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(var)
x = x
(lambda) x:e = [x 7! Arg ; Res 7! e; ℄
(app)
(e1 e2 ) = (freeze Arg 7!Arg (e1  + [; Arg

7! e2 ; ℄)):Res

Fig. 6. Translation of the - al ulus into the module al ulus.

it must ontain the set Var ). This shows that the module language is a powerful
language of its own, regardless the expressive power of the underlying ore language.
We an verify that the - and -rules are valid under the translation.

Proposition 5.1
Let !; denotes the redu tion relation over -terms de ned by the - and -rules
(no -rule). Then, for ea h -term, if e !; e0 and e ! e00 , then e0  $ e00 .
Proof
For the -rule we have that the term x:e an be - onverted into y:e[x
(with y 62 V (x:e)) and then translated into

7! y℄

E1 = [y 7! Arg ; Res 7! e[x 7! y℄; ℄.

On the other hand x:e an be translated into [x 7! Arg ; Res 7! e; ℄ and then
- onverted into

E2 = [y 7! Arg ; Res 7! e[x 7! y℄; ℄ (with y 62 V (x:e)).

Now, by indu tion over the stru ture of -terms, trivially V (e) = V (e) and
e[x 7! y℄  e[x 7! y℄ for any y 62 V (e), hen e E1  E2 .
For the -rule we have that the term (x:e1 e2 ) an be - onverted into e1 [x 7! e2 ℄
(assuming that V (x:e1 )\FV (e2 ) = ;) and then translated into E1 = e1 [x 7! e2 ℄.
Then, trivially by indu tion over the stru ture of -terms, E1  e1[x 7!
e2 ℄. On the other hand (x:e1 e2 ) is translated into
(freeze Arg 7!Arg (([x 7! Arg ; Res 7! e1; ℄ + [; Arg 7! e2 ; ℄))):Res

and then redu ed to E2 = e1 [x 7! [; Z 7! e2 ; x 7! e2 ℄:Z ℄. Now, again
by indu tion over -terms FV (e2 ) = FV (e2 ) and by hypothesis x 62 FV (e2 ),
hen e we have that the term [; Z 7! e2 ; x 7! e2 ℄:Z redu es to e2 ,
and, by ongruen e, E1 $ E2 .
5.2 Obje t-Oriented Features and a Translation for the
Abadi-Cardelli's

al ulus

In the previous se tion we have onsidered languages supporting mixins , whi h, as
already remarked, are not ne essarily obje t-oriented.
For this reason, in this se tion we fo us on a pure obje t-oriented language, more
pre isely, the Abadi-Cardelli's obje t al ulus (ACC ) (Abadi & Cardelli, 1996), in
order to study a formal translation from a pure obje t-oriented language into CMS.
One of the most pe uliar obje t-oriented feature not dire tly supported by CMS
is the ability to refer to what is usually alled the self obje t (or simply self ), whi h
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(var)
x = x
1::n
1::n
(obje t) [li = & (xi )bi i21::n ℄ = [xi i 7!
Self ; li i 7!
bi ; ℄
(sele tion) a:l = freeze Self 7!Self (a + [; Self 7! a; ℄):l
(update) a:l := & (x)b = a [x 7! Self ; l 7! b; ℄
2

2

Fig. 7. Translation of the Abadi-Cardelli's obje t al ulus into the module al ulus.

is essential when an obje t is either returned as a result or passed as a parameter
in the body of one of its methods.
For dealing with self we use the standard translation of methods into fun tions,
see e.g., (Abadi & Cardelli, 1996), where a method with n parameters is translated
into a fun tion with n + 1 parameters, the rst orresponding to self . Therefore a
method invo ation of the form a:m(x1 ; ::; xn ) is translated into the fun tion appliation m(a; x1 ; ::; xn ). Following this idea and re alling that fun tions an be easily
en oded in our language (see Fig.6), we obtain the translation from ACC into CMS
given in Fig.7.
For reasons of spa e, we onsider only the untyped ase; the translation for the
typed al ulus is analogous. However, note that, in the untyped ase, for orre tly
translating the update onstru t we need the left preferential sum, whereas in the
typed ase it is possible to use also the (non preferential) sum operator, for the
reasons already explained in Se t.3.
For sake of simpli ity and without any loss of generality we assume that the
name Self does not belong to the set of method names, for ea h expression of the
form a = [li = & (xi )bi i21::n ℄ all variables xi , for i 2 1::n, are distin t and the free
variables in a do not belong to fx1 ; ::; xn g.
The following proposition shows that the redu tion rules of the obje t al ulus
are valid under the translation; see (Abadi & Cardelli, 1996) for the ACC redu tion
rules.

Proposition 5.2
a
a
Let !
denote the redu tion relation for ACC. Then, for ea h ACC-term a, if a !
b
and a ! b0 , then b $ b0 .
Proof
Let o denote the obje t [li = & (xi )bii21::n ℄. Then if k 2 1::n we have that o:lk redu es to bk [xk 7! o℄. By indu tion on the stru ture of VMC -terms we an easily
prove that bk [xk 7! o℄  bk [xk 7! o℄. On the other way, o:lk an be dire tly translated into freeze Self 7!Self (o + [; Self 7! o; ℄):lk , where o =
1::n
Self ; li 7! bi i21::n ; ℄. Re alling that by assumption Self 6= li for all i 2 I
[xi i 7!
1::n
bi ; xi i 7!1::no℄:lk .
and applying rules (sum) and (freeze) we obtain [; li i 7!
i 1::n
Then, by rule (sele tion), the term redu es to bk [xi 7! Ei :Y ℄ whi h is synta ti ally equal to bk [xk 7! Ek :Y ℄, by our hypothesis on the free variables
1::n
o℄ and Ek :Y redu es
of o. Sin e by de nition Ek = [; Y 7! o; xi i 7!
i 1::n
to o[xi 7! Ei :Y ℄, whi h is synta ti ally equal to o, we an dedu e that
o $ Ek :Y and, by ongruen e, bk [xk 7! Ek :Y ℄ $ bk [xk 7! o℄.
2

2

2

2

2

2
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For obje t update, we have that the term o:lk := & (y)b redu es to [lk = & (y)b; li =
1::n
Self ; lk 7! b; li 7! bi i2(1::n)nfkg ; ℄.
& (xi )bii2(1::n)nfkg ℄, whi h is translated into [xi i 7!
On the other way, o:lk := & (y)b an be dire tly translated into o
[y 7!
i 1::n
Self ; lk 7! b; ℄ whi h redu es again to [xi 7! Self ; lk 7! b; li 7! bi i2(1::n)nfkg ; ℄.
2

2

As further illustration of this translation, let us show a small example. Consider
the obje t Counter de ned by
Counter = [val = 0; in = & (s)s:val := s:val + 1℄.

The method val returns the urrent value of the ounter, whereas in returns the
ounter itself where its value has been in remented by one.
The en oding of Counter is given by the module de ned by

C = [s 7! Self ;
Val 7! 0;
In 7! (s

[; Val

7! freeze Self 7!Self (s + [;

Self

7! s; ℄):Val + 1;

℄); ℄

The deferred variable s orresponds to the & -variable of method3 In . The term
s
[; Val 7! freeze Self 7!Self (s + [; Self 7! s; ℄):Val + 1; ℄ is the translation of
s:val := s:val + 1.
Sin e C is an open module, be ause of the input omponent Self , it must be losed
before sele ting an output omponent; in other words we have to use the translation rule (sele tion) in Fig.7. Therefore, the method invo ation Counter :in :val is
translated into the term
freeze Self 7!Self (C 0 + [; Self

7! C 0 ; ℄):Val

whi h redu es, as expe ted, to 1.

6 Adding Subtyping to CMS
At rst glan e it seems that the type system de ned in Fig.3 an be easily improved
by adding the subsumption rule, with the following de nition of subtyping relation
between module types:
` [Xi :i i I ; Xj :j j J ℄
` [Xk :k0 k K ; Xl :l0 l L ℄
i0  i 8i 2 I; l  l0 8l 2 L
I  K; L  J
[Xi :i i I ; Xj :j j J ℄  [Xi :k0 k K ; Xl :l0 l L ℄
This de nition of subtyping is standard; we an safely repla e a module by another
having less input and more output omponents. Furthermore, subtyping is variant
for output omponents, whereas is ontravariant for input omponents.
Unfortunately, just adding the subsumption rule makes the type system unsound.
To see this, onsider the term E = [; Y 7! 1; ℄+[; Y 7! 2; ℄ whi h annot be typed
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3 Sin e the method Val is onstant we have omitted its & -variable.
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` E :;   [ ;  ℄
 : ! 
0
 : ! 
` j Ej o :[0 ; 0 ℄
` E :[f ;  ;  ℄
f 0f
0
[f ;  ;  ℄  [0 f ;  ; 0 ℄
 : ! 
(freeze)
f
0
` freeze (E ):[ ;  ℄
 \ =;
` E : 0 ;  0  [; X : ℄
(sele tion)
` E:X :

(redu t)













o



o

o



o

o

o

o

o



f

0



o

o



Fig. 8. Typing rules with subtyping.

in the system of Fig.3; however, by using the subsumption rule and by de nition of
the subtyping relation, we have that E is orre t and has type [; Y :int ℄. But the
redu tion of E learly gets stu k.
This orresponds to the fa t that the prin iple stated above \a module an be
always repla ed by another having less, and less spe i , input and more, and more
spe i , output omponents" does not hold for some operators of the al ulus,
whose orre t appli ation stri tly relies on the most spe i types of arguments
(e.g., sum).
Thus, for safely introdu ing subtyping we have two possibilities: either hoose a
set of basi operators whi h support subsumption (for instan e repla ing non preferential sum by preferential sum) or de ne an alternative type system with subtyping
and typing rules as liberal as possible w.r.t. the argument types. A proposal for the
se ond alternative is given in Fig.8 (the other rules have been omitted, sin e they
are un hanged).
Note that with the new rules it is enough to onsider only surje tive morphisms,
sin e the non-surje tive are obtained \for free" by subsumption. Moreover, note that
the type system with subtyping a tually is an improvement of that in Fig.3, sin e
now it is possible to type some intuitively orre t terms whi h were not stati ally
orre t before.
As an example, onsider the term E = freeze fM 7!N g (E1 + E2 ):Y where

E1 = [m:[X :int ; Y :int ℄ 7! M ; Y
E2 = [; N 7! [; Y 7! 3; ℄; ℄.

7! freeze fX 7!Y g (m):Y ;

℄,

It is easy to he k that E annot be typed with the rules of Fig.3 even though it
orre tly redu es to 3. Indeed,

; ` E1 + E2 :[M :[X :int ; Y :int ℄; Y :int ; N :[; Y :int ℄℄
and the typing rule (freeze) annot be applied sin e the type of the input omponent
M is not equal to the type of the output omponent N . On the other hand we have
[M :[X :int ; Y :int ℄; Y :int ; N :[; Y :int ℄℄  [M :[; Y :int ℄; N :[; Y :int ℄℄,
hen e, by the new typing rule for freeze,

; ` freeze fM 7!N g (E1 + E2 ):[; Y :int ; N :[; Y :int ℄℄
and sin e [; Y :int ; N :[; Y :int ℄℄  [; Y :int ℄ we an

on lude ; ` E :int .
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7 Related Work
The two authors who have more dire tly inspired the resear h presented in this
paper are probably G. Bra ha and X. Leroy. They have both strongly supported and
lari ed with their work the two prin iples for module systems we have mentioned in
the Introdu tion, in parti ular the idea that the module language should be a small
language in itself with its own typing rule onstru ted on top of an (in prin iple)
arbitrary ore language. Most of the module operators presented in Se t.4 ome
from Bra ha's work (Bra ha & Cook, 1990; Bra ha, 1992; Bra ha & Lindstrom,
1992), as well as the idea of extending to a general ontext of module omposition
the overriding me hanism of the obje t-oriented approa h. Furthermore, (Bra ha,
1992) represents the rst attempt, whi h has been fully exploited in our own work
(here and (An ona & Zu a, 1998b; An ona & Zu a, 1999)), to redu e many
di erent module omposition me hanism to a set of primitive operators with lean
semanti s. On the other side, Leroy's work (Leroy, 1994; Leroy, 1996) has inspired
the great importan e we have attributed to a hieve the real independen e of our
module al ulus from the underlying ore language and the e e tiveness of the
onstru tion, in the sense explained in Se t.1.1 (a type- he ker/interpreter for CMS
an be onstru ted in a modular way on top of the type- he ker/interpreter for the
ore level, as done in (Leroy, 1996)).
Advan ed modular languages For what on erns advan ed module systems for real
programming languages, a large literature on erns ML-style modules (see, e.g.,
(Leroy, 1994; Harper & Lillibridge, 1994; Russo, 1998). In parti ular, as mentioned
in Se t.4, (Duggan & Sourelis, 1996; Duggan & Sourelis, 1998) ontain proposals for
extending Standard ML with mutually re ursive modules4 and the type-theoreti al
analysis in (Crary et al., 1999) deals with the problem of re ursive type de nitions
spanning module boundaries in the ontext of the phase distin tion formalism (Milner et al., 1990).
Other relevant work on erns designing languages with mixin modules as de ned
in this paper, that is module languages allowing mutual re ursion and overriding
with late binding. We ite again (Bra ha, 1992; Bra ha & Lindstrom, 1992) and
the subsequent work in (Banavar, 1995; Banavar & Lindstrom, 1996; Limberghen
& Mens, 1996); more re ently, we mention the methodologi al paper (Findler &
Flatt, 1998) and the proposals for mixin-based extensions of Java in (Flatt et al.,
1998; An ona et al., 1999).
Finally, a proposal whi h looks similar to our al ulus is that of units for MzS heme
(Flatt & Felleisen, 1998). Basi units are very lose to basi modules of CMS sin e
they are, in their graphi al representation, boxes with an import, an export and
an internal se tion (however, di erently from our modules, units are run-time entities with an initialization part). Many units an be omposed by a linking pro ess
whi h is graphi ally des ribed by putting all the boxes inside a olle ting box and
4 The authors use the name mixins for their mutually re ursive modules; we prefer to reserve this

name to modules whi h support both mutual re ursion and overriding with dynami binding
as in the obje t-oriented approa h (see the end of Se t.4).
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onne ting some input to export ports by arrows. This orresponds in our formalism to a omposition of link operators plus a redu t operation whi h performs the
onne tions from/to ports of the olle ting box. Indeed, there is a natural graphi al representation of all our operators over modules whi h very stri tly resembles
that given in (Flatt & Felleisen, 1998) for units; the interested reader an refer to
(An ona & Zu a, 1998a).
Cal uli with linking In (Cardelli, 1997) Cardelli presents a simple al ulus of linking
for outermost-only modules without re ursion.
In (Drossopoulou et al., 1999) the authors propose a al ulus des ribing ompilation and linking in terms of operation on fragments, that is, ompilation units.
More pre isely, a fragment system onsists of two sets S and B of sour e and binary fragments, respe tively, a ompilation fun tion from S B into B, two linking
operators over sour e and binary fragments, respe tively, and two predi ates expressing well-formedness of binary fragments w.r.t. to sour e and binary fragments,
respe tively. The framework is used for formally expressing the notion of binary
ompatibility in Java.
Finally, the two re ent papers (Wells & Vestergaard, 2000) and (Ma hkasova &
Turbak, 2000) present module al uli whi h are very lose to CMS. In both the
proposals the basi underlying ideas are similar to ours, but mu h more emphasis
is given to equational reasoning.
In the m- al ulus presented in (Wells & Vestergaard, 2000), a basi module has
the form (using our meta-variables)

X1 . x1 = E1 ; ::; Xn . xn = En
that is, is a olle tion of omponents where in ea h Xi . xi = Ei either the Xi or
the Ei an be missing; in the former ase the omponent is alled private, in the
latter deferred or input, while a omponent having both Xi and Ei is an exported
or output omponent. As it should be lear, a basi module of the m- al ulus an
be immediately onverted in a CMS basi module as follows:
 every input omponent Xi .xi =  is translated into a CMS input omponent
xi 7! Xi ,
 every output omponent Xi . xi = Ei is translated into a CMS output omponent Xi 7! xi , plus a CMS lo al omponent xi 7! Ei ,
 every lo al omponent . xi = Ei is translated into a CMS lo al omponent
xi 7! Ei .
Operators of the m- al ulus all behave in a name-driven way, so the omparison
a tually is more dire tly made with the DCMS al ulus presented in Se t.4. Indeed
the translation above an be equivalently expressed saying that a basi m- al ulus is
a basi DCMS module without virtual omponents (all omponents are impli itly
frozen in the m- al ulus). More pre isely, the m- al ulus provides the following
operators:
 a link operator orresponding to the link of DCMS in the ase with no virtual
omponents;
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a omponent hiding operator orresponding to the DCMS hiding or, equivalently, restri t (there is no di eren e sin e the m- al ulus has no virtual
omponents);
a omponent sieving operator whi h is omplementary to hiding; this operator
is ne essary in the m- al ulus sin e it annot be expressed in terms of the
others; it annot be translated into DCMS, but an be dire tly translated
into CMS by means of the redu t operator;
omponent sele tion, orresponding to DCMS or, equivalently, CMS omponent sele tion (there is no di eren e sin e the m- al ulus has no virtual
omponents);
a letre onstru t (a pair hM jDi onsisting of a module plus a olle tion
of private omponents) whi h is basi ally a di erent te hni al solution for
representing terms resulting in the redu tion of sele tion in presen e of mutual
re ursion.

Finally, the m- al ulus is not parametri in the ore language, but onstru ted
on just variables.
While the syntax of the m- al ulus is equivalent to a subset of DCMS (ex ept
for the sieving operator), very di erent hoi es have been taken for what on erns
redu tion rules. Indeed, the semanti s of CMS has been designed as a \pure" redu tion semanti s, in the sense that all the redu tion rules orrespond to a simpli ation step whi h eliminates a omposition operator (gluing together two basi
modules, or performing a renaming, or performing a onne tion between input and
output omponents). Thus, the equivalen e indu ed by our redu tion rules does not
apture equalities that hold in the m- al ulus; for instan e, x + y = y + x ( ommutativity of sum of module variables) or [; V 7! 1; x 7! 0℄ = [; V 7! 1; ℄ (useless
lo al variables). In (Wells & Vestergaard, 2000) a great e ort has been spent for
obtaining all these equivalen es by adding appropriate redu tion rules. As a onsequen e, this hoi e ompli ates a lot the semanti s and the proof of on uen e, but
the advantage is that it is possible to get most of the expe ted equalities between
module expressions \for free", whereas in CMS they should be proved in a possibly
involved way. In summary, the emphasis in (Wells & Vestergaard, 2000) is mu h
more on equational reasoning, while typing aspe ts and parametri ity w.r.t. the
ore language are not investigated.
The module al ulus in (Ma hkasova & Turbak, 2000) serves as a framework
for link-time ompilation (a model of ompilation that lies in the expanse between
whole-program ompilation and separate ompilation ). The al ulus is strati ed into
three levels. The rst level is the ore al ulus (following our terminology), whi h
is assumed here to be all-by-value lambda al ulus (as in (Wells & Vestergaard,
2000), parametri ity w.r.t. the ore level is not onsidered). The se ond level, alled
the ore module al ulus, onsists of basi modules, whi h are of the form
[l1 7! C1 ; ::; ln 7! Cn ℄
where l1 ; ::; ln are labels and C1 ; ::; Cn are expressions of the rst level, that is, ore
expressions (the al ulus is not higher-level). Labels are distin t from variables and
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orrespond to our omponent names, even though they an be either visible or
hidden. Hidden labels play the role of our lo al variables: indeed in (Ma hkasova
& Turbak, 2000) labels an be dire tly used inside ( ore) expressions exa tly as
variables. There are three redu tion rules for the ore module al ulus: propagation
of a ore step, substitution of a label with the asso iated expression and elimination
of useless labels. The third level, alled the full module al ulus, introdu es two
module ombinators (link, whi h orresponds to the sum of CMS, and renaming of
labels) with the orresponding redu tion rules.
As in (Wells & Vestergaard, 2000) and di erently from us, the authors provide
more redu tion rules (all those of the se ond level) than just those orresponding
to elimination of module ombinators. However, di erently from both (Wells &
Vestergaard, 2000) and us, their al ulus does not in lude an expli it sele tion
operator, whi h is not ne essary in the ontext of link-time ompilation. Another
remarkable di eren e is that the al ulus in (Ma hkasova & Turbak, 2000) is not
on uent; indeed, the authors show an example, inspired by (Ariola & Klop, 1997),
where appli ation of the substitution redu tion rule to mutually dependent module
omponents leads to two di erent terms that an never meet at a ommon term.
This problem does not arise in CMS simply be ause there is no substitution rule,
whereas in (Wells & Vestergaard, 2000) the problem is ir umvented by allowing
substitution only in absen e of mutual dependen y. However, the authors show that
a restri ted form of on uen e with respe t to evaluation holds whi h is enough for
establishing the Observational Equivalen e Property (if two terms are equivalent
in the al ulus, then they are observationally equivalent).

8 Con lusion
We have presented CMS, a simple and powerful al ulus for module systems equipped
with a on uent redu tion semanti s and a type system enjoying subje t redu tion.
Moreover, we have illustrated that it an be a tually used as a primitive kernel in
whi h to en ode various existing me hanisms for ombining software omponents.
We have also implemented an interpreter for the untyped CMS, parametri in the
interpreter of the ore al ulus5 . As already pointed out in the Introdu tion, this
parametri interpreter allows the user to de ne ore al uli where modules are rst
lass values, thus breaking the strati ation imposed by the formalism de ned here,
whi h, therefore, turns out to be less exible than the proposed implementation.
We leave to further investigation the possibility of de ning a parametri framework
able to express mutual dependen y between the two al uli.
We have already dis ussed relations with some re ent proposals for advan ed
module systems in Se t.5. Some further onsideration is needed for omparing our
al ulus with work whi h more spe i ally deals with the problem of re ursive type
de nitions spanning module boundaries, like the type-theoreti al analysis in (Crary
et al., 1999) in the ontext of the phase distin tion formalism (Harper et al., 1990),
or the ad-ho proposal for Standard ML in (Duggan & Sourelis, 1996).
5 See http://www.disi.unige.it/person/An onaD/Java/UPCMS.html.
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From the point of view of our al ulus, adding the possibility of type de nitions in
modules requires an ad-ho treatment. The basi problem is that mutually re ursive
de nitions of types annot be left open to rede nition (that is, type omponents
annot be virtual, following the terminology used in this paper), sin e the stati
orre tness of other omponents may rely on their urrent implementation. Hen e,
module operators must be re ned in order to handle type omponents in a spe ial
way: for instan e, when summing two modules the binding of deferred types of one
module with orresponding de ned types of the other must be always impli itly
performed, whereas other omponents have to be expli itly bound by means of the
freeze operator.
We have not onsidered type omponents sin e here we are mainly interested in
de ning a set of both powerful and simple primitive module operators. In (An ona
& Zu a, 1998b) we have already onsidered the problem of modeling modules with
type omponents, providing a ategori al semanti s for the three primitive operators
(ex luding sele tion) de ned in this paper, and in (An ona, 1998) (Chap.5) we have
applied the same ideas to a module language whi h supports type de nitions and
is built on top of a simple fun tional language. However, extending CMS (that is, a
true al ulus equipped with a redu tion semanti s) with type omponents still has
to be done and will be an important subje t of further work. We expe t that more
additional ingredients than those required in this paper will be needed at the ore
level, e.g., a syntax for type de nitions, or for type onstraints (An ona, 1999) if we
want to take into a ount a more exible approa h allowing types to be \partially"
spe i ed.
Still on erning type aspe ts, another issue for further work is the introdu tion
of more ompli ated type systems, e.g., in luding re ursive module types and/or
polymorphism.
Another interesting resear h dire tion is that related to the de nition of an operational semanti s (hen e an observational equivalen e) and the study of further
properties of the al ulus: for instan e, the Observational Equivalen e Property (if
two terms are equivalent in the al ulus, then they are observationally equivalent)
and the standardization property (ea h redu tion sequen e an be equivalently expressed by a sequen e of standard, that is, evaluation steps followed by a sequen e of
non-standard steps). As mentioned in Se t.7, proving the Observational Equivalen e
Property ould imply some e ort that in other similar al uli (Wells & Vestergaard,
2000; Ma hkasova & Turbak, 2000) is, in some sense, avoided by dire tly in luding
some equivalen es at the level of the redu tion relation.
Finally, an important topi we would like to study in the future is how to express in the framework of module al uli properties whi h involve di erent module
languages, as typi ally happens in ompilation, where sour e modules and binary
modules are both involved. This is espe ially relevant in languages like Java, where
byte ode modules still keep a relevant type information in order to make possible
dynami loading of lasses, hen e the ombination of modules at the binary level is
not trivial, or to express safe ode transformations in ompilers. As mentioned in
Se t.7, some preliminary steps in this dire tion are in (Drossopoulou et al., 1999;
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Ma hkasova & Turbak, 2000). However, we think that mu h work remains to be
done on this subje t.
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